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ABSTRACT
The lithium ion polymer batteries are quickly emerging as the preferred electrical
energy storage technology and generally used in portable electronics products such as
notebook computers, tablets, smart phones and so on. Besides, this technology also
attracts worldwide attention in transportation application including the electric vehicles.
Electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming more appealing options over combustion engine
based vehicles, due to ever rising fuel prices and growing environmental concerns.
Demand for electric vehicles (EVs) is increasing, and lithium ion polymer batteries
with increased ranges will be critical to increase the marketability and important step in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However, the current electric vehicles (EVs) are a
temporary solution to create more zero emission when run on the road. In additional,
the temperatures of lithium ion polymer batteries play an important role in determining
the performance of an electric vehicle (EV). It also directly affects the vehicle dynamic
performance, reliability, long term durability and safety. From the review, I found that
the battery should operate within a temperature range to achieve desired performance
and calendar life. All electrochemical batteries are strongly linked to their thermal state.
The electrical characteristics are strongly dependent on temperature while the thermal
state is a result of both their environmental temperature, but also the electrical usage
due to internal heat generation. This is because higher or lower than normal temperature
might affect the performance, charging and discharging rate, battery lifespan, battery
capacity and maintenance requirements. In general, a battery in a cool location has a
longer lifespan than in a warm location. Therefore a solution needs to be solved to
maximizing the COP of the battery management. In this paper a brief review of related
current literature on electric vehicles (EVs), lithium ion polymer batteries, and ambient
temperature conditions are provided. This paper also concludes with direction for future
research.
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INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles (EVs) are powered solely by storing energy in on-board batteries in the form of electricity.
The key advantages of electric vehicle (EV) technology include the potential to significantly reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions and the usage of fossil fuels. This can benefit for improving energy security, reduce
criteria emissions and importantly, these technologies also lead to substantial reductions in life cycle emissions
of CO2. Therefore this research aim is to improve the COP of an electric vehicle (EV) lithium ion polymer
battery, technically by analysing the efficiency of the battery in various ambient temperatures. According to
Suh, Cho and Rim (2011), this technology is not only to reduce the greenhouse effect but also reduce the usage
of the combustion engine powered by fossil fuel (Suh, Cho, & Rim, 2011).
The solution for the usage of the fossil fuel for combustion in the automobile is transitioning the traditional
petrol and diesel vehicles to the full electric vehicles (EVs) (AllianceBernstein, 2006; Economist, 2008, 2006;
Romm & Fox-Penner, 2007; IBM, 2008; Sperling & Gordon, 2008). Our national cars, Proton also are in
progress to produce mass production of electric vehicles (EVs). Yan et al. (2010) stated that the alternative
power sources must be more powerful with high voltage and large capacity to meet the requirements of the
electric vehicle (EV) batteries (Yan et al., 2010). In general, the battery management is essential to achieve the
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desired performance and life cycle. Therefore, the R&D centre is in struggling to develop for maximizing the
battery COP.
Further in this research, an analysis study shall be conducted to verify the optimum condition of ambient
temperature that could maximize the usage of the battery. The car using lithium ion polymer type battery works
efficiently in a specified range of ambient temperature as written in the specification by the battery maker. In the
near future, this research is mainly to study experimentally the efficiency of the battery in various ambient
temperatures in a confined space.
Literature Review:
Electric vehicles (EVs):
Electric vehicles (EVs) are fun to drive, easy to run and importantly, these technologies can create more
zero emissions vehicles on the road. The transition from traditional petrol and diesel vehicles to full electric
vehicles started from the stage of convention internal combustion energy, to hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), to
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and finally to battery electric vehicles (BEVs) (Prud'homme and
Koning, 2012). This idea began nearly a century ago (Brown, Pyke, & Steenhof, 2010). During that century, the
news media was already publishing: the electric car “has long been recognized as the ideal solution” because it
“is cleaner and quieter” and “much more economical” (The New York Times, November 2, 1911). However,
from many years, the electric car only became a dream, or a conception, or a curiosity to the car followers.
An electric vehicle (EV) is any vehicle that powered by electricity as energy for propulsion. The main
differences between a fully electric vehicle (EV) and a conventional internal combustion engine vehicle which
are included electric vehicles (EVs) have the electric motors instead of the internal combustion engines; electric
vehicles (EVs) store energy in the battery rather than a fuel tank and also electric vehicles (EVs) source energy
via plug rather than a petrol pump.
Currently, the electric vehicles (EVs) are seen as the temporary solution to the transport sector’s problems
by reducing the usage of fossil fuel and global warming problem (Zackrisson, Avellán, & Orlenius, 2010).
Today, many significant efforts are being produced to develop battery systems for vehicles if electricity (which
is replacing the fuel) possible to generate by renewable energy sources and additionally, these technologies can
help to reduce traffic noise.
Lithium-ion Polymer Batteries:
The automobile manufacturers found that, using rechargeable lithium ion polymer batteries can reduce the
greenhouse effect caused by emission of CO2 (Suh et al., 2011). Lithium ion polymer batteries potentially have
much higher energy density (~ 400 Wh-1) and become a common replacement for other battery technologies
(Bandhauer, Garimella, & Fuller, 2011). The high power/energy density of lithium ion polymer battery has also
equipped them a powerful power source in electric vehicles (EVs) which are not only offer a longer driving
range but also provide higher acceleration (Chacko & Chung, 2012).
Tang, Ci and Qilu (2006) presented that a novel method to manufacture lithium ion polymer batteries has
been developed (Tang, Ci, & Qilu, 2006). A typical battery pack is composed of a large number of cells is
essential for achieving involved power and the compactness of battery modules poses a challenge for effective
thermal management in the electric vehicles (EVs) application (Bandhauer et al., 2011; Chacko & Chung,
2012). In the previous study by Pesaran and Keyser on thermal features and performance of the electric vehicle
(EV) and lithium ion polymer battery, showed that the heat generation rate depends on the initial state of charge,
initial temperature, and charge/discharge profile ( a. a. Pesaran & Keyser, 2001).
Battery Condition:
According to the Pesaran, Vlahinos and Stuart (2003), the aim of thermal management system in the
electric vehicle (EV) is to maintain an adequate temperature range in a battery pack with even temperature
distribution. However, the thermal management system must be inexpensive, lightweight, easily packaged,
compact and compatible with location (A. Pesaran, Vlahinos, & Stuart, 2003).
The battery temperature is important (A A Pesaran, Burch, & Keyser, 1999) because it also affects the
vehicles performance, reliability, lifespan of the electric vehicles (EVs) (Ahmad A Pesaran, 2001). High battery
compartment temperature can cause a shortening of the lifespan of the battery (Motloch et al., 2002). To
accomplish a full lifespan, the compartment temperature difference should be maintained below 5°C (Park and
Jaura, 2003). Therefore, a battery thermal management system enabling operational temperature control
becomes required for performance, reliability, safety, and lifespan (Chacko & Chung, 2012; a. a. Pesaran &
Keyser, 2001; A. Pesaran et al., 2003) and batteries should operate within a temperature range that is optimum
for performance and life (Ahmad A Pesaran, 2001).
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Review of Related Work:
In this section, a review on electric vehicle lithium ion polymer batteries in ambient temperature is
presented. Some of the work has been reviewed and reported in the literature to support the statements.
Wicks and Doane studied temperature dependent performance of a lead-acid electric vehicle (EV) battery.
Thus they found that the efficiency and maximum operating power increase in temperature over a range of 26°C to 65°C (Wicks and Doane, 1993).
Dickinson and Swan (1995) reported on the performance and lifespan of battery packs, and found that the
temperature gradient between modules diminishes the overall pack capacity. They suggested that maintaining an
even temperature distribution in the pack and a temperature of 35°C to 40°C (Dickinson and Swan, 1995).
Besides, they also mentioned that the temperature uniformity in the battery pack also affects the performance of
energy storage system.
Pesaran et al. (1999) studied thermal performance of EV battery modules and packs. In order to accurately
design the thermal management system for electric vehicles (EVs), thermal analysis should be conducted. Also,
to get the prediction for the thermal performance, finite element analysis software and heat transfer principles
have been used (A A Pesaran et al., 1999).
Ahmad A Pesaran et al. (2001) introduced a methodical approach to design and analyse the thermal
management inside the battery pack. The thermal management system is necessary for controlling and
maintaining the electric vehicle (EV) battery pack temperature. They outlined that battery pack must compatible
with all modules in order to operate in the preferred temperature range. Besides, the uneven temperature
distribution between the modules should be reduced to minimize the electric imbalance and this result in
improving battery performance and lifecycle (Ahmad A Pesaran, 2001).
Pesaran, Vlahinos and Stuart worked on thermal management of batteries. They concentrated on methods to
cool and preheat the batteries to improve the performance and operation in many different temperatures. They
also analysed the transient thermal behaviour by using the finite element thermal analysis. Finally they found
that the most effective method for warming the battery quickly with the least amount of energy was the battery
core heating (Pesaran, Vlahinos, & Stuart, 2003).
Tang, Ci, and Qilu developed a novel method to manufacture lithium ion polymer battery and the
performance of LiMn2O4/NG based. In their paper, simple process to coat the electrodes with micro porous
composite polymer films have been conducted. As the result, of the improvement results that the graphite is
protected by the composite polymer film from reacting with Mn2+ dissolved from the spinel LiMn2O4 cathode
leads to the excellent performance of the NG anode (Tang, Ci, & Qilu, 2006).
Okamoto et al. developed an implantable battery system and evaluation of temperature rise of lithium ion
battery. They found that lithium ion battery and lithium ion polymer battery have the same heat characteristics.
However the internal resistance of the lithium ion battery is much larger. They described that the lithium ion
polymer battery has the capability to keep cooler itself due to higher specific heat and lower internal resistance.
Hence, they concluded that lithium ion polymer battery is more suitable for usage in the implantable battery
system because it has an advantage in temperature rise during operation (Okamoto et al., n.d.).
Yuan et al. (2012) studied battery thermal management system with liquid cooling and heating in electric
vehicles. They found that life and performance of electric vehicle battery systems are affected by the
temperature (Hao, Lifang, & Liye, 2012). They reported that a liquid cooling/heating Battery Thermal
Management was designed to keep the average battery-system temperature in the range from 20°C to 45°C and
the temperature gradient within 3°C.
Sandy Thomas mentioned that the battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are often labelled “green”. This
technology is to reduce greenhouse gas and oil consumption from the transportation sector. They also
discovered higher specific power battery is needed to develop and replace larger cars with long driving capacity
to make substantial reduction in greenhouse gas and oil consumption. They also stated hydrogen and electricity
can be made from lower carbon sources to further reduce the greenhouse gas in the future (Sandy Thomas,
2012).
Conclusion:
Currently, the analysis is still in preliminary stage involves gathering literature from previous work. In the
near future, various testing conditions will be set and the efficiency of the batteries will be studied and report.
The plan and the research flow will be the design of the air conditioning system for the confined space, i.e.
batteries compartment at the beginning stage. Secondly, the air conditioning system and the experimental
apparatus will be installed and equipped inside the electric vehicle (EV) car. The experiment will be conducted
after confirming the reliability of the air conditioning system to main the compartment temperature distribution.
The result will be analysed and studied before concluding the result of future development strategy.
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